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SIGNIFICANCE
The news media provides one important public source of information about 
health-related issues.  Such information can help individuals form opinions 
about the value and relevance of new findings and influence their personal 
decision-making process.  An important role for the public health workforce 
and others is to identify, understand, and respond to news stories that may 
impact health-related decisions and policies to continue in the effort to create 
a better informed public.  

RESEARCH QUESTIONS
1.  What are news articles discussing about genetic testing?  Are there 
     general themes or specific messages being communicated to the public?
2.  How is genetic testing being presented to the public?  What is the overall 
     tone of the articles?  Is there a balanced discussion of potential benefits
     and risks? 
3.  What general issues does the media portrayal of genetic testing raise that 
     the public health workforce and others need to be aware of? 

METHODOLOGY
For this study we focused on articles about genetic testing published between 
Aug. 2000 and Dec. 2002.  Seven major newspapers were selected to represent
a number of different areas of the country: Los Angeles Times, Seattle Times, 
Chicago Tribune, Atlanta Journal-Constitution, Washington Post, New York Times, 
and the Boston Tribune.  The computerized database, Lexis-Nexis, was used to 
identify articles.  Articles indexed under the subjects “genetic testing” but not 
“forensic DNA” were included in the sample.  Because only articles that had 
already been indexed as discussing “genetic testing” by the database were 
included, it is possible that additional stories that involved genetic testing but 
were not indexed as such may have been missed.  Articles that only mentioned 
genetic testing in passing rather than discussing it in any depth or that involved 
a book review or an obituary were excluded from the sample.  The final sample 
consisted of 358 articles, 17 from the Atlanta Journal-Constitution, 40 from 
the Boston Globe, 51 from the Chicago Tribune, 70 from the Los Angeles Times, 
62 from the New York Times, 74 from the Seattle Times, and 75 from the 
Washington Post.  

We analyzed the articles both qualitatively by constructing a codebook that 
was designed to consider the content of the articles and the discussion, if any, 
around risk, benefits, and ethical, legal, and social issues (ELSI).  Additionally 
we classified each article under one of five “primary categories” and in as many 
as applicable of 11 “secondary categories”, with both sets of categories 
determined a priori by the authors after reviewing a sample of related articles.  
The specific topics discussed were filled in by the coder.  We rated the tone of 
both the quotes and overall article.  A quality assurance process was 
performed to assure consistency of coding.  

DISCUSSION POINTS
Themes/messages about genetic testing in the news
lResearch findings are often reported in the context of a remarkable future 
     health benefit.
lThe length of time needed to translate research findings to practical 
     applications is rarely discussed.
lEthical, legal, and social issues (ELSI) are not addressed in the majority of
     articles not categorized in the “ELSI” primary category. 
lThe majority of stories are not followed or discussed over time.  Rather, a 
     genetic testing story is followed by a short-lived burst of articles.  

Tone in and claims made by genetic testing news coverage
lELSI articles are most likely to provide a balanced tone overall with 
     articles in other categories more likely to be overwhelmingly positive.  
lOther articles are more likely to discuss benefits only or not mention 
     either benefits or risks.
lGenerally speaking genetic testing, especially as related to research 
     findings and technology development, is portrayed in a very positive light 
     with benefits emphasized.  There was little discussion about the potential 
     drawbacks or dangers for discoveries and technology development unless 
     the focus of the article was ELSI.

Potential messages to complement genetic testing stories
lBalance the promise of a new discovery against efforts needed to translate 
     finding or novel technology to clinical or public health application while 
     acknowledging both the finding and the desire for it to lead to a future 
     health benefit.
lAccurate portrayal of time between gene discovery and clinical or public 
     health application.
lIncrease attention on ELSI issues when addressing new discoveries or 
     practices.
lProvide strategies for workforce development and ways to promote these 
     programs to bring them to the attention of the public.
lEmphasize workforce personnel number, time, training, and resources 
     needed to translate new discoveries and practices into clinical and public 
     health benefits.

CONCLUSION
With a better understanding of how genetic testing is being portrayed by the 
news media, public health and others can identify opportunities to be involved 
in the effort to inform and educate the public.  Providing a balanced and 
realistic view of the benefits and translation of genetic discoveries into 
practice may be one available avenue.  Constructing messages complementary 
to and working with the news media to assure that such accurate and balanced 
information is being provided will help to create a more informed public.
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Technology Development (Jan-Mar 2001)
! HPV testing accuracy
! Gene patents
! GMOs for disease prevention
! Gene therapy
! Transgenic animals (monkey)
! Bioinformatics

ELSI (Apr-Jun 2001)
! Genetic discrimination legislation
! Environmental/behavioral influences 
  on disease
! Gene therapy
! Cloning
! Workplace genetic testing
! Paternity testing

Other (Oct-Dec 2002)
! Screening recommendations
! HAN Map potential
! Investigating genetic diversity of 
  endangered animals
! Genetics of food choice
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Report Research findings (Aug-Sep 2000)
! Type 2 diabetes treatment strategies
! Predict drug response-asthma
! Completion of genetic map for 
  pseudomonas and cholera
! Gene expression profiling-melanoma

Jul-Sep Oct-Dec Jan-Mar Apr-Jun Jul-Sep Oct-Dec
2000 2002

Apr-Jun Jul-Sep Oct-Dec Jan-Mar
2001

Laboratory Issues (Oct-Dec 2001)
! Anthrax-vaccine development and rapid 
  diagnostic/identification tests
! Mergers and economic issues
! CD carrier screening

Workforce Development (Jan-Mar 2002)
! Encouraging biotechnology in science
  fairs
! Construction of DNA exhibit for 
  secondary schools
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Overall Tone* in Genetic Testing News Articles

*Tone was determined subjectively by comparing the number
  of positive and negative comments in the article.
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